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Abstract  

The phylum Acidobacteria is one of the most widespread and abundant on the 

planet, yet remarkably little is known about the ecology of these diverse organisms. This 

blatant knowledge gap stems to a large degree from the difficulties associated with the 

cultivation of these bacteria by classical means. Some inferences into the ecology of 

Acidobacteria have been gleaned from the recovery of 16S rRNA gene sequences from the 

environment. Although informative, such phylogenetic inventories provide only limited 

insight into function. Given the breadth of the Acidobacteria, which is similar to the 

metabolically diverse Proteobacteria, it is clear that detailed and functional descriptions of 

acidobacterial assemblages are necessary. Fortunately, recent advances are providing a 

glimpse into the ecology of member of the phylum Acidobacteria. These include novel 

cultivation and enrichment strategies, as well as genomic and metagenomic approaches. In 

this review, we examine recent advances in understanding the distribution and diversity of 

Acidobacteria in the environment, with special focus on soil habitats, where they are most 

abundant. We further couple these observations with accumulating genomic and 

metagenomic information available for this phylum, thereby providing some initial insights 

into the ecology of this important phylum, while defining future research priorities.  
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Introduction  

The introduction of molecular biological strategies into microbial ecology over the 

past decades has yielded a new perspective on the breadth and vastness of microbial 

diversity. The phylum of the Acidobacteria is one of the bacterial lineages that has profited 

most from the cultivation-independent interrogation of environmental samples. Indeed, in 

the past two decades, this phylum has grown from the being virtually unknown to 

representing one of the most dominant groups inhabiting the Earth’s soils.  

It is commonly accepted that only a small percentage of soil microorganisms can 

be accessed though standard cultivation techniques, with estimates generally being 1-5% of 

total viable counts (Torsvik & Ovreas, 2002; Curtis & Sloan, 2004). Despite recent 

advances in culturing microorganisms, most still remain difficult to cultivate, hampering 

our ability to study phylogenetically diverse bacteria types with novel genetic potential 

(Rappe & Giovannoni, 2003). Based upon 16S rRNA gene inventories, 

Alphaproteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Acidobacteria and Verrucomicrobiales appear to be 

the four most abundant bacterial phyla in across a range of soil types, representing 

approximatly 75% of sequences recovered from the soil bacterial libraries (Hugenholtz et 

al., 1998; Sait et al., 2002). Such studies have revealed that soils contain an especially high 

diversity of Acidobacteria. However, members of the Acidobacteria have generally been 

notoriously difficult to manipulate in physiological studies, due to obstacles encountered 

during their cultivation, storage and propagation. 

The Acidobacteria phylum, owes its name to the acid drainage habitat from which 

the first cultured member of this phylum was isolated, Acidobacterium capsulatum (Ludwig 

et al., 1997). However, this designation has proven to be a bit of a misnomer, as 

representatives of this phylum have subsequently been detected across a broad range of 

other habitats including ocean water, sediments, hot springs, and peat bogs (Barns et al., 

1999; Lopez-Garcia et al., 2003; Polymenakou et al., 2005; Chan et al., 2006; Dedysh et 

al., 2006; Penn et al., 2006; Sogin et al., 2006; Gomez-Alvarez et al., 2007). However, 

members of the Acidobacteria phylum seem to be particularly dominant in soil 

environments, where they have represented up to 52% of 16S rRNA gene sequences from 

bacterial clone libraries (Dunbar et al., 2002; Sait et al., 2002) with an average of 

approximately 20% across diverse soil environments (Janssen, 2006).  

Until recently, our knowledge of Acidobacteria has been essentially limited to 

modestly sized 16S rRNA gene-based inventories. However, number developing 

approaches are starting to provide insights beyond such preliminary phylogenetic 

inventories, thereby yielding some initial insight into the ecology of member of this 

ubiquitous phylum. These advances include novel molecular and metagenomic methods, 

coupled with high throughput screening and sequencing methods (Quaiser et al., 2003; 

Quaiser et al., 2008), novel cultivation strategies (Joseph et al., 2003; Davis et al., 2005; 

Eichorst et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2008; Pankratov et al., 2008) and genome sequencing 

efforts  (Ward et al., 2009).       
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16S rRNA gene-based classification  

Although the phylum designation Acidobacteria was already suggested in 1997 

based on the numerous 16S rRNA genes identification (Ludwig et al., 1997) it was only 

officially recognized as a separate phylum in 2004 in Bergey’s Manual of Systematic 

Bacteriology (Garrity et al., 2004). By means of phylogenetic analyses of 16S rRNA gene 

sequences, the Acidobacteria were originally described as having 4 to 5 subdivisions 

(Kuske et al., 1997; Ludwig et al., 1997). One year later, Hugenholtz, et al. (1998) 

proposed that the Acidobacteria phylum could be divided into eight deeply branching, 

strongly supported subdivisions. This scheme was generally supported by Zimmermann et 

al. (2005), who raised the number of proposed subdivisions to 11, based up SSU and LSU 

rRNA gene sequences recovered from Altamira Cave. More recently, Barns et al. (2007) 

proposed as many as 26 subdivisions based upon an analysis of over 400 acidobacterial 16S 

rRNA gene sequences, including sequences recovered from uranium-contaminated 

subsurface sediments. The breadth of divergence of 16S rRNA gene sequences in this 

phylum appears to be comparable to that within the metabolically diverse Proteobacteria 

phylum. As with molecular inventories of bacteria in general, each subsequent study 

reveals novel diversity and lineages within the Acidobacteria. The originally described 

acidobacterial subdivisions, however, appear to be most widespread and common (Barns et 

al., 2007; Kielak et al., 2009).  

 

Cultivation of Acidobacteria  

Standardized cultivation of members of the Acidobacteria has proven problematic, 

with recovery of acidobacterial isolates from soil lagging far behind the relative abundance 

of this phylum in the environment (Hulgenholtz et al,, 1998; Zimmermann, Gonzalez et al., 

2005; Barns et al., 2007). Indeed, until recent efforts to adjust cultivation conditions to 

better mimic environmental conditions, only a very few acidobacterial cultures had been 

reported. As in efforts to improve cultivation of other microbial groups, efforts directed at 

the Acidobacteria have been designed to create more relevant cultivation conditions. The 

full list of Acidobacteria isolates obtained in different studies is summarized in Table1. For 

example, several strategies have involved relatively low nutrient concentration, non-

traditional sources of nutrients, addition of signalling molecules, inhibitors of undesired 

organisms, relatively lengthy periods of incubation, non-standard atmospheric conditions of 

incubation, and inclusion of environmental extracts in growth media (Handelsman, 2004; 

Stevenson et al., 2004). Indeed, even relatively simple modification of cultivation 

procedures can improve the isolation ability of some member of the Acidobacteria. For 

instance, with the use of diluted growth media and prolonged incubation times (Janssen et 

al., 2002; Sait et al., 2002) were able to cultivate numerous acidobacterial isolates, as well 

as novel lineages of other hard-to-cultivate bacterial groups. Stevenson et al. (2004) also 

adjusted atmospheric CO2 concentrations, protected cells from exogenous peroxides, and 

included humic acids and quorum-signaling compounds (e.g. acyl homoserine lactones) in 
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growth media to improve cultivation efficiency. Supplementation of media with catalase or 

acyl-HSLs tended to increase the recovery of Acidobacteria. However, longer incubation 

times and low nutrient conditions combined with elevated CO2 (5% vol/vol) were the 

factors that most significantly influenced the recovery of Acidobacteria isolates. Also, the 

inclusion of environmental extracts and other specific signaling molecules has been shown 

to improve growth of previously uncultivated microorganisms (from the group Cytophaga-

Flexibacter-Bacterioides) (Kaeberlein et al., 2002), and such strategies hold the potential to 

improve for cultivation for the Acidobacteria.  

 

Table 1. List of Acidobacteria isolates obtained in different studies with the subdivision affiliation, GenBank 

accession number (if available) and reference article. 

Subdivision Isolate name Accession nr. Source Reference 

1 

Acidobacterium 

capsulatum* (GC 59.9 

%) 

D26171 acidic mine drainage Hiraishi et al., 1995 

 

Ellin310   

Ellin311  

Ellin323  

Ellin326  

Ellin327  

Ellin337  

Ellin 345Korebacter 

versatilis* 

 Ellin351 

AF498692 

AF498693 

AF498705 

AF498708 

AF498709 

AF498719 

AF498727 

 

AF498733 

pasture soil Sait et al., 2002 

 

Ellin601-Ellin616 

 

Ellin619-Ellin624 

 

Ellin626-Ellin630 

 

Ellin632-Ellin650 

DQ075265- 

DQ075280 

DQ075283- 

DQ075288 

DQ075290- 

DQ075294 

DQ075296- 

DQ075314 

pasture soil Sait et al., 2006 

 

TAA43  

TAA48 

TAA166 

KBS89 

AY587228 

AY587229 

AY587230 

AY587227 

soil samples Stevenson et al., 2004 

 
Ellin408  

Ellin457 

AF432237 

AF432262 
pasture soil Janssen et al., 2002 

 

Ellin5001 

Ellin5014 

Ellin5017 

Ellin5018 

Ellin5021 

Ellin5056 

Ellin5058 

Ellin5095 

Ellin5106 

Ellin5222 

Ellin5225 

Ellin5227 

Ellin5236 

Ellin5237 

Ellin5239 

Ellin5241 

Ellin5257 

AY234418 

AY234431 

AY234434 

AY234435 

AY234438 

AY234473 

AY234475 

AY234512 

AY234523 

AY234573 

AY234576 

AY234578 

AY234587 

AY234588 

AY234590 

AY234592 

AY234608 

pasture soil Joseph et al., 2003 
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Ellin5258 

Ellin5285 

Ellin5289 

Ellin6007 

Ellin6015 

Ellin6025 

Ellin6074 

Ellin6077 

Ellin6086 

Ellin6091 

Ellin6094 

Ellin6098  

AY234609 

AY234636 

AY234640 

AY234659 

AY234667 

AY234677 

AY234726 

AY234729 

AY234738 

AY234743 

AY234746 

AY234750 

 

Ellin7137 

Ellin7171 

Ellin7176 

Ellin7185 

Ellin7193 

Ellin7195 

Ellin7221 

Ellin7225 

Ellin7243 

AY673303 

AY673337 

AY673342 

AY673351 

AY673359 

AY673361 

AY673387 

AY673391 

AY673409 

soil Davis et al., 2005 

 

AL 

KMR 

TPB6028 

TPB6011 

OB1010 

T4 

TPB6017 

AM887754 

AM887755 

AM887756 

AM887757 

AM887758 

AM887759 

AM887760 

sphagnum peat Pankratov, 2008 

 WJ7 AY096034 acid mine drainage 
Hallberg & Johnson, 

2003 

 
K-5b10 

K-5b2 

AF524859 

AF524860 
Sphagnum Peat Bog Sizova et al., 2003 

 
KP3 

PK35 

AY765992 

AY765993 

acidic, metal-rich 

mine waters 
Hallberg et al., 2006 

 CH1 DQ355184 copper mine waste Diaby et al., 2007 

 

Edaphobacter modestus 

Jbg-1 (GC 56.9 %) 

Edaphobacter aggregans  

Wbg-1 (GC 55.8 %) 

DQ528760 

 

DQ528761 

 

forest soil Koch et al., 2008 

 

Terriglobus roseus 

KBS63 (GC 59 %) 

62 

68 

112 

DQ660892 

 

DQ660893 

DQ660894 

DQ660895 

soil Eichorst et al., 2007 

 

EF027741 

EF027744 

EF027746 

EF027747 

EF027749 

EF027750 

L768_HDm 

L841_HEm 

L852_HGm 

L874_CGt 

L840c_HEm 

L840d_HEm 

decaying wood Folman et al., 2008 

 Thars1 EF219138 
abandoned copper 

mine drainage 
Rowe et al., 2007 

 

KBS 13 

KBS 146 

KBS 3 

KBS 5 

KBS 83 

FJ870379 

FJ870380 

FJ870381 

FJ870382 

FJ870383 

 
Eichorst, Kuske, and 

Schmidt, unpublished 

 
Edaphobacter sp. BXN5-

26 

FJ469913   

 
ginseng soil 

Wang, Im, Lee, 

unpublished 
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Gsoil 969 

Gsoil 149 

AB245337 

AB245339 
 Im and Lee, unpublished 

2 Ellin7184 AY673350 soil Davis et al., 2005 

 Ellin5121 AY234538 pasture soil Joseph et al., 2003 

3 

Ellin6053 

Ellin6071 

Ellin6100 

Ellin6115  

Ellin6076 Solibacter 

usitatus*  

AY234705 

AY234723  

AY234752 

AY234767 

AY234728 

  

pasture soil Joseph et al., 2003 

 
Ellin342  

Ellin371  

AF498724   

AF498753 
pasture soil Sait et al., 2002 

 MPL3 AM162405 
Acidic Sphagnum Peat 

Bog 
Dedysh et al., 2006 

 
MOB76  

MPL1011 

AM887762 

AM887761 
sphagnum peat Pankratov, 2008 

 

Ellin7188    

Ellin7190    

Ellin7194   

Ellin7196  

Ellin7249  

AY673354 

AY673356  

AY673360  

AY673362  

AY673415 

soil Davis et al., 2005 

 KBS 96 FJ870384  
Eichorst, Kuske, and 

Schmidt, unpublished 

4 
Ellin6075  

Ellin6099 

AY234727 

AY234751 
pasture soil Joseph et al., 2003 

 K22  AM749787 geothermal soil Stott et al., 2008 

 Gsoil 1619 AB245338 ginseng field soil Im and Lee, unpublished 

8 
Holophaga foetida  

TMBS4T (GC 62.5 %) 

X77215 

 
 Liesack et al., 1994 

 
Geothrix fermentans H5 

(GC 56.7 %) 

U41563 

 

petroleum-

contaminated aquifer 
Coates et al., 1999 

 
TP616 

TP670 

EF636037  

EF636038   
freshwater pond Bollmann et al., 2007 

 

Acanthopleuribacter 

pedis FYK2218(T) (GC 

56.7 %) 

AB303221 

 

 

Boso peninsula beach Fukunaga et al., 2008 

* indicates 16S rRNA genes obtained from three sequenced acidobacterial genomes.  

16S rRNA gene sequences obtained from described strains are underlined and the G+C content of the strain is 

indicated in the brackets next to the species name.   

 

 

The apparent preference of some Acidobacteria for environmental conditions with 

low pH has also been used in cultivation efforts, as exemplified by the increased recovery 

of Acidobacteria subdivision 1 isolates under low pH conditions (Stevenson et al., 2004). 

Furthermore, the effects of elevated CO2 incubation conditions have can in some cases been 

ascribed to the lowering of pH that accompanies this treatment ((Sait et al., 2006). Indeed, 

after observing that acidobacterial subdivision 1 16S rRNA gene sequences were more 

readily recovered from clone libraries derived from acidic versus neutral and alkaline soils, 

these latter authors proceeded to recover 46 isolates affiliated with Acidobacteria 

subdivision 1 using acidic culture media. 

Up to 4% of total bacterial cells in acidic peat sampled from Sphagnum-dominated 

wetlands of Northern Russia were identified as Acidobacteria (Pankratov et al., 2008). By 

using low-nutrient media and FISH-mediated monitoring of the isolation procedure, these 
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authors obtained nine Acidobacteria isolates belonging to subdivisions 1 and 3. They were 

strictly aerobic, heterotrophic organisms. Most of the isolates from subdivision 1 were 

acidofilic with the optimum growth at 3.5-4.5, while isolates from subdivision 3 had the 

optimum grow at 5.5-6.5. All of them were also able to grow at low temperatures (between 

2 and 32oC with optimum between 15-22oC).  

Isolates from subdivision 1 were also obtained by (Eichorst et al., 2007) from fine-

and coarse-loamy soil of Kellogg Biological Station (KBS) LTER. Media with relatively 

low organic carbon and extended incubation times were required to obtain visible colonies 

of oligotrophic, slow-growing Acidobacteria. The concentration of oxygen and carbon 

dioxide was also manipulated (5% CO2), resulting in a mild acidification of the medium 

(pH ca. 6.5). All isolates exhibited very small, smooth, circular colonies (<0.5mm in 

diameter) and produced an amorphous extracellular matrix, which facilitated cell 

flocculation in liquid medium. Some relatively fast-growing strains produced carotenoids 

under 20% oxygen conditions, which was hypothesized to be indicative of an adaptive 

response to potential oxidative stress in soil environments. 

The cultivation strategies that need to be implemented in order to yield 

acidobacterial pure cultures provide some hints into the physiology and ecology of those 

strains that can be cultivated. Indeed, the long incubation times and low nutrient conditions 

that are often necessary for successful cultivation suggest an oligotrophic lifestyle, and 

certain members of the Acidobacteria, especially from subdivision 1 appear to benefit from 

mildly acidic conditions. Although the recent relative explosion of acidobacterial cultures 

represents an invaluable resource, it is still the case that most strains are not amenable to 

physiological studies due to low yields, slow growth rates, and problems with strain 

propagation (Keller & Zengler, 2004). Also, given the great diversity within the 

Acidobacteria, it is certainly expected that different lineages will utilize highly disparate 

metabolic strategies. Therefore, it would not be expected that all Acidobacteria are best 

cultivated with a given set of media, or under a narrow range of conditions, and clearly, 

different strategies will be necessary to recover isolates from ecologically disparate groups.   

Despite the important recent advances in cultivation methods, it is still vividly 

apparent that cultivation methods provide a limited and skewed view of acidobacterial 

diversity. The vast majority of Acidobacteria soil isolates obtained to date have been 

affiliated with subdivision 1 (Figure 1), despite the fact that molecular studies implicate 

subdivision 6 as being dominant in many soil environments (see below).     
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Figure 1. Neighbor-joining tree of Acidobacteria phylum based on sequences available in RDP Release 10, 

Update 11 (4555 sequences of the size ≥ 1200 bp). The triangles indicate the range of branching depth (high) and 

the abundance (angle) of sequences in each subdivision (each subdivision indicated next to the triangle). The 

shading of the triangle indicates the percentage of sequences obtained from cultured representatives (white = 0 %, 

black = 10 %). 

 

 

Species descriptions based upon isolates  

Although the number of reported Acidobacteria isolates is growing rapidly, only 

relatively few acidobacterial species have been properly characterized. Already from the 

narrow range of described species, it is apparent that the Acidobacteria are physiologically 

and metabolically diverse. Of the eight described acidobacterial species, four 

(Acidobacterium capsulatum, Terriglobus roseus, Edaphobacter modestuswere, and 

Edaphobacter aggregans) are affiliated with subdivision 1, which is not surprising given 

the isolation success of this subdivision described above. 

A. capsulatum was the first isolated and described bacterium from this phylum and 

is described as a gram-negative, acidophilic, aerobic, chemoorganotrophic, mesophilic, 

sacharolytic, rod-shaped, non-spore forming bacterium. Optimal growth is at pH 3-6 (not 

above pH 6.5), with the production of polysaccharide capsules. Cells contain manaquinone, 
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and growth can be observed on glucose, cellabiose, starch, maltose, trehalose, or B-

gentiobiose as sole carbon source.  

The two described Edaphobacter species were obtained from rendzina                 

(E. modestuswere from alpine and E. aggregans from proto- rendzina) (Koch et al., 2008). 

Similar to other Acidobacteria isolates, they are slow growing, producing visible colonies 

after 2-3 weeks of incubation on agar plates. Like the other subdivision 1 species they are 

Gram-negative, obligatory aerobic and incapable of nitrate respiration. Optimum grow 

temperature is 30OC under slightly acidic pH (pH=5.5). Both strains can utilize sugars as 

growth substrates and glucose and lactose as sole carbon and energy sources. Use of amino 

acids is very restricted. They do not utilize organic acids or oxo acids. Cells are non-spore-

forming, short ovoid rods that do not form capsules.  

The newest described species in subdivision 1, Terriglobus roseus (Eichorst et al., 

2007) is an aerobic, chemo-organotroph. Due to the presence of carotenoids the colonies 

display a pink pigment. It also is gram-negative, rod-shaped and non-motile. It grows in 

moderate acidophilic conditions with a pH optimum of 5.0-6.0 and produces an 

extracellular matrix.  

The species Holophaga foetida (Liesack et al., 1994) and Geothrix fermentans, 

which belong to subdivision 8 (Coates et al., 1999), have been characterized as strict 

anaerobes. H. foetida, isolated from black anoxic freshwater mud, was described as a non-

motile, rod-shaped bacterium. It is gram-negative strictly anaerobic bacterium with the 

optimum growth at 35 OC at ph 6.8-7.5. Substrates used for growth include almost 

exclusively aromatic compounds, especially a range of methylated and non-methylated 

derivatives of trihydroxybenzenes. G. fermentans, isolated from petroleum-contaminated 

aquifer sediments, was described as a chemo-organotroph that oxidizes simple organic 

acids and reduces Fe(III). Similar to H. foetida, it is non-motile and rod-shaped, with an 

optimal growth at 35 OC.  

Acanthopleuribacter pedis is a recently described species from subdivision 8 

obtained from a chiton from a Pacific Ocean beach. The closest related species are 

Holophaga foetida and Geothrix fermentans, sharing 83.6% 16S rRNA gene similarity. The 

optimum growth temperature is 30OC with the optimum pH between 7.0 and 8.0 and is a 

strict aerobe. Cells are mobile using petrichous flagella, and colonies are circular, smooth 

and yellow in color (Fukunaga et al., 2008). 

Chloracidobacterium thermophilum, although obtained by serially culturing in a 

modified cyanobacterial growth medium only as a mixed culture with Anoxybacillus sp., 

(Bryant et al., 2007) is a chlorophototroph that grows at temperatures from 50OC to 66OC. 

Closely related 16S rRNA gene sequences were also recovered from hot springs of Tibet 

and Thailand. This mat-producing species is probably an aerobic photoheterothroph that 

synthetyses BChl a, methylated BChl c, chlorosomes, FmoA, and a type1 reaction center.  
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The expanding molecular toolbox  

One constant finding in studies analyzing 16S rRNA genes obtained from soil 

environments is the enormous abundance and diversity of Acidobacteria sequences. In an 

analysis of 21 independent studies of bacterial diversity in soils, each comprising at least 90 

clones, Janssen (2006) found that Acidobacteria make up an average of 20% of bacterial 

16S rRNA genes recovered from soil. Subdivisions 1, 4 and 6 were the most highly 

represented Acidobacterial groups across disparate field sites. Subdivision 6 was the most 

dominant subdivision overall, but interestingly, members of this subdivision were generally 

not detected from permanently anoxic soil systems, suggesting that this subdivision may be 

restricted to aerobic organisms (Weber et al., 2001). The environment with the highest 

proportion of acidobacterial sequences yet described is a Chinese evergreen forest 

ecosystem (soil pH approximately 4.5), where 80 % of the recovered clones were identified 

as from this phylum (Chan et al., 2006). This study revealed differences between sequences 

recovered from humus versus mineral soil layers. Most significantly, subdivision 6 was 

found in humus layer but not in the mineral soil. It was also observed that Acidobacteria 

subdivisions 1-3 were more dominant in the soil very poor in organic carbon and nutrients, 

suggesting that these environmental conditions select in favor of these organisms.  

It has often been suggested that studies targeting DNA do not provide an accurate 

picture of in situ microbial communities, as sequences can be derived from dead or dormant 

cells (Josephson et al., 1993). Thus, in an attempt to better target potentially active bacteria, 

Lee et al. (2008) also targeted analyses toward 16S rRNA in the rhizosphere soil of 

chestnut tree in Korea (Lee et al., 2008). Both DNA and RNA-based clone libraries 

contained a large percentage of acidobacteria-like sequences (65% and 56%, respectively), 

and both libraries had high percentages of subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 (22.5%, 36.7%, 6.1% 

and 17.3%, 9.6%, and 28.8%, respectively). It is noteworthy that no sequences affiliated 

with subdivision 6 were recovered, but it should be mentioned that this study examined a 

relatively small number of sequences (49 and 52 clones, respectively) and did not examine 

bulk soil communities.  

A recent study of uranium contaminated soil samples revealed an extremely broad 

diversity of acidobacterial sequences, so much that the authors suggested expanding the 

number of acidobacterial subdivisions to 26 (Barns et al., 2007). The number of proposed 

subdivisions detected in contaminated versus uncontaminated sediments was similar, the 

number of sequence types present in U-contaminated samples was reduced (Barns et al., 

2007). This reduced diversity of Acidobacteria sequences was correlated with low pH, 

high-nitrate, and high-radionuclide conditions. 

The detection of acidobacterial sequences has also been observed to vary with soil 

and sediment depth, with deeper depths observed to yield higher proportions of sequences 

affiliated with this phylum (Quaiser et al., 2008). These distribution patterns have been 

interpreted as being consistent with a life style specialized in the degradation of recalcitrant 

organics, under low nutrient conditions (see below).  
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The introduction of phylogenetic microarrays (PhyloChips; DeSantis et al., 2007) 

should also facilitate studies regarding the distribution of Acidobacteria with respect to 

environmental conditions. Although PhyloChip platforms may not yet detect the full 

breadth of this poorly cultured phylum, due to deficiencies in current 16S rRNA gene 

databases, such approaches offer rapid and detailed examinations of bacterial distributions. 

For instance, Kuramae et al. (under review) have observed that the Acidobacteria, and 

specific taxa within this phylum, may represent indicators of soil nutrient status, and similar 

findings have been found in several other soil environments (Christoph Tebbe and Kornelia 

Smalla, personal communication).  

 

Acidobacteria as oligotrophs  

Taking into account the high diversity within the Acidobacteria phylum, as well as 

within the designated subdivisions, it would be expected that members of this phylum 

would also be highly divergent in function  and physiology, as for instance is observe 

within the metabolically diverse  Proteobacteria. However, most studies to day have 

focused on the Acidobacteria at the phylum level, or in some cases, at the subdivision level, 

no doubt leading to unwarranted generalizations with respect to the similarity of 

physiological characteristics. Nevertheless, some general trends have been observed. Based 

upon 16S rRNA gene sequence distributions across soils differing in geochemical 

characteristics, Fierer et al. (2007) suggested that the Acidobacteria can generally been 

classified as oligotrophic. In an analysis of 71 disparate soil samples across the United 

States, they observed that the abundance of Acidobacteria was higher in soils with very low 

resource availability (low C mineralization rate) and that the proportions of Acidobacteria 

were higher in C-poor bulk soils in comparison to the rhizosphere. However, this position 

has been challenged by Jones et al. (2008), who found a positive correlation between 

acidobacterial abundance and organic carbon availability  

A number of studies have compared acidobacterial distribution and diversity in 

relation to proximity to plant roots. In agreement with Fierer et al. (2007), numerous studies 

have shown a higher proportion and diversity of Acidobacteria in the bulk soil as compared 

to in the rhizosphere (Marilley & Aragno, 1999; Sanguin et al., 2006; Fierer et al., 2007; 

Singh et al., 2007; Kielak et al., 2008). It has typically been argued that this difference is 

related to C availability, and this assertion is consistent with the conditions used in recent 

successful cultivation strategies (Janssen et al., 2002; Sait et al., 2002; Joseph et al., 2003; 

Stevenson et al., 2004; Eichorst et al., 2007). It is important to note, however, that most of 

these studies have quantified Acidobacterial abundance using acidobacteria-specific PCR 

primers targeting 16S rRNA genes, where the primer 31F confers the specificity of the 

amplification (Stevenson et al., 2004). This primer was originally developed when only a 

handful of subdivisions had been defined (Barns et al., 1999). Since that time this primer 

has been found to miss several subdivisions within the Acidobacteria, suggesting that 
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assays based upon this primer may underestimate actual acidobacterial abundance (Barns et 

al., 2007; Kielak et al., 2009). 

Isolates recovered from the clades within Acidobacteria subdivisions 1 and 3 also generally 

exhibit oligotrophic features. Keeping with the notion of Acidobacteria as K-strategists 

(Fierer et al., 2005), isolates typically require low nutrient conditions for growth, as well as 

long incubation times. Also, it has been observed that supplementing growth media with 

organic nutrients negatively effects the recovery of Acidobacteria (Stevenson et al., 2004).  

It has been hypothesized that rRNA operon number correlates with bacterial 

lifestyles, with multiple copies being common among copiotrophic organisms and few 

copies in oligotrophs (Klappenbach et al., 2000; Stevenson & Schmidt, 2004). In this 

respect, Acidobacteria also conform to the norm within oligotrophs with all examined 

isolates to date having either one or two rRNA cistron copies (Eichorst et al., 2007). In 

addition, other genome characteristics suggest an oligotrophic lifestyle for certain members 

of the Acidobacteria (see below; Ward et al., 2009). 

 

Acidobacteria in acidic environments  

With the growing number of sequenced 16S rRNA genes, it is becoming 

increasingly useful to compare the diversity and distribution of Acidobacteria with respect 

to different environmental conditions. Especially striking is the predominance of 

Acidobacteria in low pH conditions, mostly from subdivision 1 (Sait et al., 2006). Already 

in 1999, Barns et al. (1999) observed that some subdivisions did not occur in low pH soils. 

In the most extended study conducted to date, which employed pyrosequencing to recover 

almost 40,000 acidobacterial sequences across 88 soils, pH was also observed to be the 

most important abiotic factor that most influencing the abundance, diversity and 

composition of soil acidobacterial communities (R=-0.8; Jones et al., 2008). The abundance 

of subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 15 was negatively correlated with soil pH, yet subdivisions 

4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 11, 16, 17, 18, 22, 25 showed a positive correlation. The strongest effects 

were observed for subdivision 1. Similarly, (Mannisto et al., 2007) used T-RFLP and 

cultivation strategies to detect a significant decrease of Acidobacteria from subdivisions 1, 

2 and 3 at soil pH’s higher than 5.5. This trend appears also to hold for cold-adapted 

populations of Acidobacteria (Lipson & Schmidt, 2004; Mannisto et al., 2007). Similar 

trends have also been found in other environments, and Acidobacteria from acid mine 

drainage systems seem to be even better adapted to more acidic conditions (pH 2-3) than 

Acidobacteria from soil environments (Kleinsteuber et al., 2008).  

Despite this strong correlation with pH, it is not yet clear if this represents a direct 

causal relationship, or if it is the result of other environmental factors that co-vary with pH. 

For instance, acidobacterial success may be more a ramification of decreases in other phyla, 

such as the Proteobacteria. Physiological and microcosm experiments would be necessary 

to establish the mechanistic link between pH and acidobacterial abundance. Furthermore, it 

has been observed that the acidobacterial communities become narrower phylogenetically 
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the more soil pH deviates from neutrality (Jones et al., 2008). The possible explanation may 

lie in increased cell specialization at more extreme pH, where closely related Acidobacteria 

may share similar means of membrane lipid construction to deal with the broad gap 

between intra- and extra-cellular pH.  

 

Ecological relationships between Acidobacteria and Proteobacteria  

Acidobacteria and Proteobacteria are often observed to be intimately associated 

with each other in the environment, and may influence each other’s position in the 

community. For instance, Meisinger et al. (2007) examined changes in Acidobacteria 

abundance in relation to the abundance of Proteobacteria (Meisinger et al., 2007) in 

filamentous microbial mats in hydrogen sulfide-containing springs of Lower Kane Cave, 

Wyoming. Via FISH counts, Acidobacteria made up 5-10% of all bacteria, and clone 

libraries suggested that these were mainly members of subdivisions 7 and 8. Subdivision 8 

sequences were absent in from the more distal, oxygenated reaches of the microbial mats. 

More interestingly, members of subdivisions 7 and 8 were always embedded in a matrix of 

filaments of epsilon or gamma-proteobacteria. It was therefore hypothesized that the 

Acidobacteria were living as chemoorganotrophs in association with the autotrophically 

fixed carbon in the poorly oxygenated regions of the cave streams 

(proteochemolithoautotrophic metabolism). 

Enrichment strategies have also often recovered consortia comprised of 

Acidobacteria and Proteobacteria, as exemplified by the co-cultivation of subdivision 6 

members from freshwater lake sediments with Alphaproteobacteria (Spring et al., 2000). 

However, it is not necessarily clear if co-cultivation stems from overlapping niches between 

the different consortium members or if they have metabolic interactions. It has been 

suggested that, in lieu pure cultures, co-cultures containing Acidobacteria should be studied 

more closely to reveal potential ecological interactions and growth preferences (Stevenson 

et al., 2004).  

 Certain groups of Proteobacteria have been associated with copiotrophic 

lifestyles, and given this association (Smit et al., 2001) hypothesized the ratio between 

Proteobacteria and the Acidobacteria (P/A) may provide insight into the general nutrient 

status of soils. Low P/A ratios would be indicative of oligotrophic soils, while high ratios 

would be observed under copiotrophic conditions.  

 

Limitations of 16S rRNA gene-based approaches  

Limitations of 16S rRNA-gene based methodologies stem both from technical 

issues, as well as inherent limitations of molecular approaches targeting this marker. With 

respect to technical issues, specific primer and probe design remains an issue, and as data 

on this phylum continue to accrue, it becomes increasingly evident that previously used 

methods may fail to target the full breadth of diversity within the phylum (Kiekak et al., 

2009). Other technical issues, which hold for most molecular approaches to community 
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analysis, include efficiency and purity of nucleic acid extraction and potential biases 

associated with amplification and cloning strategies. In addition, in analyses that use total 

DNA extracts as templates, it is difficult to determine if recovered gene markers are from 

living or dead cells, and within the former category, if the detected organisms are active or 

dormant. This limitation can partially be overcome by targeting rRNA instead of DNA. 

rRNA levels have been taken as a surrogate for total cellular activity, due to the correlation 

of these two parameters in growing cultures (Buckley & Schmidt, 2003), but it must be 

realized that this relationship breaks down at the slow growth rates that are typical for 

Acidobacteria in the environment. Small sample sizes, compared to the size and diversity of 

Acidobacteria in environmental samples have also limited the power of rRNA gene-based 

approaches, although the recent introduction of high throughput tag sequencing methods 

should at least partially overcome this shortcoming (Cardenas & Tiedje, 2008; Medini et 

al., 2008). As with many other organisms, it is also not possible to directly translate 

Acidobacteria 16S rRNA gene copies to cell numbers, given the fact that members are 

known to possess one or two rRNA operons per genome (Eichorst et al., 2007).  

 The greatest limitation of rRNA-based approaches is that they provide virtually no 

information about the function of the detected populations. They may provide some hints 

into ecology, based upon correlations with specific environmental parameters (see above), 

but they provide no direct evidence for the actual activities performed by the organisms in 

question. Several methods that provide insight into activities, such as targeting functional 

gene markers, stable isotope probing (Dumont & Murrell, 2005; Friedrich, 2006; Whiteley 

et al., 2006) and metagenomic approaches (see below) may help to bridge this gap between 

the detection of specific Acidobacteria and assessing their functions. 

 

Genomic studies  

The recovery of cultures of Acidobacteria, and recent advances in sequencing 

technologies has paved the way for genomic analysis of certain members of this important 

phylum. Unfortunately, the number of fully sequenced Acidobacteria genomes remains 

very limited, especially considering their numerical dominance in many ecosystems. 

However, examination of three genomes currently available already provides some 

meaningful insights into the ecology of members of the Acidobacteria (Ward et al., 2009). 

Acidobacteria appear to share a number of traits with members of the Proteobacteria 

(especially the delta Proteobacteria), the Cyanobacteria and the Fungi. Similarity to the 

first of these groups is perhaps most noteworthy, and may explain previous ambiguity with 

the classification of the Acidobacteria as a separate phylum as opposed to a lineage 

associated with the delta-Proteobacteria. The three strains examined to date (“Korebacter 

versatilis” Ellin 345, “Solibacter usitatus” Ellin 6067 and “Acidobacterium capsulatum” 

DSM 11244) all appear to be versatile heterotrophs, with carbon source capabilities 

spanning a broad spectrum of sugars, amino acids, alcohols, and intermediate products as 

well as complex polymeric carbon substrates such as hemicellulose, cellulose and chitin. 
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This last ability suggests that Acidobacteria may play an important role in the 

decomposition of recalcitrant organic matter. Related to these metabolic capabilities, each 

of the genomes sequenced to date encodes several low-specificity MFS transporters and 

high-affinity ABC transporters for sugars, suggesting an adaptation to low-nutrient 

conditions.  

With respect to N metabolism, sequenced strains appear to be capable of nitrate 

and nitrite reduction, but not N2 fixation or denitrification. It is also interesting to note that 

these genomes contain multiple genes encoding siderophore receptors. However, no 

pathways for the production of siderophores have been found, suggesting they may 

scavenge for iron via siderophores produced by other microorganisms. Other microbial 

interactions are suggested by the presence of polyketide synthase and macrolide 

glycosylation genes, whose products may be involved in the production of novel 

antimicrobial compounds.  

It has also been postulated that Acidobacteria examined to date have the potential 

to form biofilms, resist desiccation and facilitate soil aggregate formation, based upon the 

presence of cellulose synthesis genes and a large class of novel high-molecular-weight 

proteins, with excretion pathway motifs. In total, available genome sequence information 

suggests that Acidobacteria are generally long-lived, exhibit slow metabolic rates, are 

adapted to low-nutrient conditions, and are well equipped to tolerate fluctuations in soil 

hydration (Ward et al., 2009). Also, their metabolic versatility, coupled with their 

demonstrated abundance in soils, suggests that they may play a significant, yet 

unappreciated, role in the cycling of carbon in terrestrial ecosystems.  

Interestingly, one of the sequenced isolates, Solibacter usitatus strain Ellin6067, 

has a genome of almost 10 Mb-long, almost twice the size of the other sequenced isolates 

(Galperin, 2007). This large degree of variation suggests that available genomic 

information has only revealed a small fraction of the diversity comprising the phylum 

Acidobacteria. As new cultures become available, and sequencing methodologies directed 

at small biomass samples (as often found for Acidobacteria isolates) improve, the 

sequencing of numerous additional Acidobacteria strains, across the breadth of the phylum, 

must be seen as a research priority. This will not only advance our understanding of 

genomic space within the phylum and provide ecological insight, it will also provide the 

necessary reference genomes to improve mining acidobacterial sequences in environmental 

metagenomic studies (see below). Furthermore, the vast majority of traits hypothesized 

from genomic information have yet to be verified by physiological or protein function 

experiments and research in this direction should also receive high priority. 

 

Metagenomic approaches  

Recent advances in sequencing capabilities and assembly methods have improved 

the sequencing of the collective community genomes, ushering in the field of 

metagenomics. Massive parallel sequencing efforts, coupled to the building of partial 
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scaffold genomes is providing a quantum leap in understanding of genome space, microbial 

diversity and microbial capabilities (Tyson et al., 2004; Venter et al., 2004). However, with 

the application of such approaches to the soil systems, community complexity and lack of 

appropriate reference genomes (see above) hampers the ability to recover genome scaffolds 

of appreciable length (Tringe et al., 2005; Kowalchuk et al., 2007).  

Thus, for the recovery of genomic information of soil environments, large-insert 

strategies have typically been applied (Rondon et al., 2000). Improvements in high 

molecular weight DNA isolation, coupled with novel cloning and screening strategies, have 

facilitated the recovery of large DNA fragments for partial the genomic analysis of not-yet-

cultured microorganism from environmental samples. Since such genomic fragments may 

contain intact metabolic pathways, such approaches have been recognized as potentially 

important avenues for the mining of new natural-product chemistry (Daniel, 2004). Such 

large insert strategies have recently been applied in the recovery of Acidobacterial genome 

fragments from the environment, the first such metagenomic insert was described by Liles 

et al. (2003). From a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) library of 24,400 clones, 12 

clones were identified as containing 16S rRNA sequences from affiliated with the 

Acidobacteria (9 clones from subdivision 6, 2 from subdivision 4, and 1 from 5). The BAC 

clone affiliated with Acidobacteria subdivision 5 was selected for full sequencing. The 

annotation of 20 ORFs identified genes involved in cell cycling, cell division, folic acid 

biosynthesis, DNA repair and ABC transporter. In addition a novel 1,4-butanediol 

diacrylate esterase gene was found with 40% sequence identity with an esterase from 

Brevibacterium linens. This enzyme is known to catalyze the conversion of insoluble 

butanediol diacrylate to a hydrolyzed soluble form for use as a carbon source, suggesting 

that the acidobacterial bacterium containing this fragment may possess this capability. 

Another 6 acidobacterial genomic fragments (4 out of 6 related to subdivision 6) 

were recovered by Quaiser et al. (2003) from a sandy ecosystem. It was observed that 

ribosomal operon structure was typical for bacteria, with 16S, 23S and 5S genes adjacent to 

each other and tRNA genes in the intergenic regions, but few ecological inferences could be 

made from the resulting sequences. Interestingly, two of the recovered clones, affiliated 

with subdivision 6, contained regions of homology encoding a tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase,     

a metal-depending protease, as well as eight and nine purine biosynthesis proteins. In          

a subsequent examination of fosmid libraries from deep sea sediments by Quaiser et al. 

(2008), this same syntenic region was identified in 8 out of 11 acidobacterial genome 

fragments, again from fragments affiliated with subdivision 6. In a metagenomic study of 

acidobacteria in a former agricultural soil, an additional 4 out of 17 fosmids (from a library 

of 28,800 clones) were recovered with the same genomic region (Kielak et al, unpublished 

results). Thus, it appears that a large percentage of the subdivision 6 Acidobacteria present 

in both terrestrial and marine environments contain a highly conserved genomic region 

adjacent to their rRNA operons.  
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In a study designed to recover genes encoding the synthesis of N-acylhomoserine 

lactones (NAHL)(Riaz et al., 2008) identified a qlcA gene with the lactonase activity for the 

degradation of NAHLs. Sequencing of the genomic fragment containing this gene revealed 

that 9 out of 20 ORFs were related to the sequences derived from members of 

Acidobacteria, suggesting that this insert originated from a member of this phylum. Bryant 

et al. (2007) also used a metagenomic approach to search for specific activities of interest, 

thereby recovering previously unrecognized chlorophototrophic gene from the microbial 

mat communities of alkaline siliceous hot springs in Yellowstone National Park (Bryant et 

al., 2007). The genes adjacent to the pscAB-fmoA operon of interest within this BAC, and 

the 16S rRNA gene on this fragment, were affiliated with members of the Acidobacteria. 

This 16S rRNA gene sequence linked to a pscAB-fmoA gene region was nearly identical to 

16S rRNA gene from acidobacterium recovered from Green Finger Pool in the Lower 

Geyser Basin of Yellowstone NP, a site 5 km from Octopus Spring. These indirect data 

suggest that acidobacterial chlorophototrophs grow at temperatures from 50OC to 66OC in 

such hot spring environments. Interestingly, closely related 16S rRNA gene sequences were 

also recovered from hot springs of Tibet (Yim et al., 2006) and Thailand (Kanokratana et 

al., 2004).  

In the case of genetic screening of metagenome libraries and sequencing of 

selected parts or even whole genomes we face the problem of bioinformatic nature. The 

proper assembly can be already challenging due to the complexity of samples and 

insufficient number of reference sequences and genomes. Also ORF prediction and gene 

annotation methods still need to be improved.     

In the case of functional screening, often heterologous genes may be expressed 

easier from small clusters, located on the small genome fragments when the expression is 

driven by host promoters. Heterologous expression in E. coli host may limit many gene 

expression from many soil microorganisms. To overcome those potential limitations other 

cloning hosts such as Bacillus subtilis, Streptomyces spp., Pseudomonas spp., or eucariotic 

expression systems can be used. Unfortunately this option is limitated by the low 

throughput of these hosts cloning procedures (MacNeil et al., 2001; Lorenz & Eck, 2005). 

Although these examples have provided interesting insights into acidobacterial 

genomes that have yet to be cultured, they have provided only limited insight into the 

ecology of this phylum. In order to obtain greater information via such large insert 

metagenomic strategies, it will be necessary to expand such studies via high throughput 

library screening and methods that recover fragments beyond those adjacent to rRNA 

operons. This latter approach should be facilitated by the availability of additional full 

genome sequences of members of the Acidobacteria (see above), as this would allow paired 

end sequencing as a selection method for detecting large insert clones.  
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Future perspectives 

Numerous recent technological advances have facilitated our access to the 

ecologically relevant information about the phylum Acidobacteria, including improved 

cultivation methods, molecular ecology methods, genome sequencing and metagenomic 

approaches. Clearly, the rapid progress in high throughput sequencing methods will further 

accelerate our ability to analyze genomic information of member of the Acidobacteria. 

However, for the most rapid progress, such sequencing advances will have to be coupled 

with ingenious methods to gain access to relevant acidobacterial biomass. Advances in 

cultivation methods will certainly need to continue. Especially of interest in this area are 

methods that do not require large biomass formation for detection and which avoid 

competition with fast-growing bacteria. Micro-Petri dish cultivation methods (Ingham et 

al., 2007), coupled with colony screening methods, offer a high throughput avenue to 

recovery of numerous acidobacterial cultures.  

 Recently improved whole genome amplification techniques also provide an 

important step toward the recovery of acidobacterial genomic information (Binga et al., 

2008). Such amplification methods provide a means of recovering whole genome 

sequences form limited biomass, as is typical of most Acidobacteria cultures, and could 

ultimately lead to whole genome sequencing of Acidobacteria cells recovered directly from 

environments of interest (Lasken, 2007; Ishoey et al., 2008). Although genomic sequence 

information provide many clues into physiology and ecology, it is clear research priorities 

should also include physiological studies of new acidobacterial cultures. Also, (meta-) 

transcriptomic analyses which could be better annotated with new whole genome 

information will no doubt provide extensive insight into the activities of Acidobacteria in 

the near future. 

 

 

 

 

 


